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Hidden rope swings near me

This story is part of our comprehensive Guide to an Outdoor Summer in New England, produced with our friends from Outside magazine! Green Island quarry photographed by Chris Bennett. Sea kayakers favour this refreshing swimming hole that sailors pulled out of pink granite ledges in the late 1800s on the 47-acre Green Island of Stonington, now a reserve of the Maine
Coast Heritage Trust. ➼ From the landing of the town of Stonington, paddle south out of the harbour between Scott and Russ Islands at Green, which will be on your right. The starting point of the trail is on the shore of a small creek, and it is a short walk from the quarry. Pool rattlesnake photographed by Cait Bourgault. This incredibly clear, emerald-tinged pool is worth every step
of the short hike near Evans Notch. ➼ of Fryeburg, follow Rte 113 north for about 22 miles to Shell Pond Rd. Turn right and follow the road a little over a mile to the small parking area at the gate. Take Stone House Trail for about a mile to the short spur track at the pool. Gulf Hagas photographed by Benjamin Williamson. Gulf Hagas, a spectacular 3-mile-long gorge east of
Greenville, has several tempting swimming holes, but this deep slate-walled pool below Screw Auger Falls is the best of the pack. ➼ of Brownville Junction, drive north on the Rte. At 5.5 miles, bear left at the fork on the gravel Katahdin Iron Works Rd. Drive 6.3 miles to the gate, register, and continue 6.4 miles to Gulf Hagas parking is. Follow the trail 2 km from the falls. French
hole photographed by Darylann Leonard. Granite ledges surround a deep, cool pool dug by a 10-foot waterfall on the untouched Bull Branch River. ➼ from Rte. 2 to Newry, follow Sunday River Rd. 7 miles (staying right at each fork) to a pair of twin logging bridges. Take immediately just past the bridges on Bull Bridge Rd. and look for a parking area on the right, less than a mile
away. Indian's Last Leap Photographed by Heather Perry. Perilous jump, cannonball, or do what the name suggests - jump! — in the Mousam River from its rocky banks, right next to the Mousam Way Trail in the village of Springvale. ➼ Trailheads, with M green flames, is located in the Sanford Springvale Recreation Area on Rte 109, Mousam Way Park and Pavilion at Pleasant
and Oak Streets, Gowen Park on Main Street and the Sanford/Springvale YMCA parking lot. Smalls Falls Bathe in soothing music from the water falling on the ledges of this lush roadside picnic area where sandy River and Chandler Creek converge ➼ Rte. 4 south of Rangeley about 12 miles. Lakewood Pond overshadowed by Sand Beach and Echo Lake, this trout-supplied pond
with a sandy beach is a hidden gem at the end of an unmarked road in acadia National Park. ➼ from Rte. 3 to Hulls Cove, follow Crooked Rd. for .7 mile. Lakewood Pond Rd., on your left, will take you within a few hundred feet of the pond. Houston Houston Creek A 32-foot waterfall makes some shallow and misty swimming holes, only a quarter of a mile from the road hike. ➼
From Rte. 201 to Bingham, take Bridge Street across the Kennebec River and turn right onto Pleasant Ridge Rd. Park to lot near Pleasant Ridge Transfer Station and follow the path to the left of the gate. Emerald Pool photographed by Little Outdoor Giants. Sorry, New Hampshire: Our maps say that this blue-green lagoon on the Baldface Circle Trail near Stow is yours, but we
annex it because - face it - you can't get theah from heah. ➼ of Fryeburg, follow the Rte. 113 north as it swings in and out of Maine and this other state for about 20 miles to the baldface circle trail parking area. The pool is about 800 meters from the head of the trail. Coos Canyon Keep your eyes open while you swim: this stretch of the Swift River is one of the best places in Maine
to pan for gold. ➼ located on Rte. 17, about 14 miles north of Rumford. Fox Pond Nestled along the Blackwoods Scenic Byway, Fox Pond couldn't be easier to access, and the views of Tunk and Catherinemountains are superb. ➼ from Rte 1 to Franklin, follow Rte 182 is 3 miles to reach the pond on your right. Babb's Bridge photographed by Heather Perry. Do like Tarzan and
splash in the Presumpscot of the rope swing along this rare covered bridge at South Windham (no worries if you're not so adventurous: you can just slide into the current from the river bank). ➼ of the center of Gorham, follow the Rte. 202 is about 4 miles away. Turn left onto River Rd. and go 1.7 miles. Turn left onto Covered Bridge/Hurricane Rd. and you're almost there: the
bridge is less than half a mile away. This story was originally published in our August 2016 issue. More places in Maine to go! Update May 29, 2020: Due to COVID-19, many campgrounds and visitor centres remain closed, but most public trails and beaches are open. Parking may be limited. It is recommended to check the official websites before venturing to make sure the parks
are open. Please note that Tilden Regional Park, Anza Lake and the Oregon Creek Day Use Area remain closed. Jump off the cliffs in pools powered by waterfalls. Lie on rocks to warm up after a fresh dunk. Sip (at your peril!) crystal clear water from mountain runoff. These swimming holes are perfect for a summer day trip or camping excursion. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor
Project) Richardson Grove Swimming Hole Richardson Grove is one of the beloved state parks in Humboldt County. During the hot summer months, visitors' attention will likely be drawn beyond the shade of giant redwoods to the southern fork of the Eel River, where a stretch of quiet swimming holes and beaches offer a respite from the heat. Richardson Grove Grove The
swimming hole is located in front of a jumping rock with a deep pool below. Jump options range from 5 to 20 feet in height. The shade is limited, so bring a beach umbrella. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) Standish-Hickey State Recreation Area Swimming HoleThe emerald waters of the southern fork of the Eel River serpentine through a redwood landscape at StandishHickey State Recreation Area (SRA) in northern Mendocino County. Beautiful summer destination, although warm, Standish Hickey is home to an enticing swimming hole that will help ease the summer heat of noon. The swimming hole has a large pool deep enough for rock jumping and a family sandy beach. Beyond the main pool, other shallow pools upstream and downstream
offer additional swimming options. The swimming hole is accessible by descending into the river canyon from the standish-Hickey SRA entrance, and the parking lot is at the day use area adjacent to the Redwood Campground. A quarter of a mile walk across the river plain and a seasonal walkway takes you to the swimming hole. Despite the large redwoods that surround the
river, there is little shade at the swimming hole, so plan to bring an umbrella. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) Upper Falls, McCloud RiverKnown better as an overhang/picnic area along the McCloud River Three Falls Hiking, Upper Falls offers a quieter, more sheltered swimming hole compared to its downfall counterparts in Middle and Lower Falls (see below). While the
waterfall itself is not so impressive in terms of height, the falls and pool below sit in a deep basalt bowl lined. Given its depth, the swimming hole is in the shade for part of the day, and with the cold water fed by the source of the McCloud River, Upper Falls is best enjoyed during the peak summer heat. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) Middle Falls, McCloud River Located one
mile upstream from Lower Falls, Middle Falls is the second of a trio of waterfalls called McCloud Falls, on the Upper McCloud River that flows southeast of Mount Shasta. Larger than lower and upper falls in fall and width, Middle Falls is an incredibly picturesque 40-foot waterfall with a curtain-like appearance. Although less popular than Lower Falls, perhaps because it is a little
less accessible, Middle Falls also offers a welcoming pool and swimming hole. The pool is accessible by walking a quarter of a mile way from the parking lot and overlooking the river. A little interference on the basalt rocks is necessary. The spring water from the McCloud River is certainly but it is welcoming and refreshing on hot summer days. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor
Project) Lower Falls, McCloud River Lower Falls swimming hole area is concentrated around the falls itself, which falls about 15 feet into a pool below. The surrounding bedrock is popular for jumping with heights ranging from 10 to 20 20 A wooden jumping platform was built on the accessible edge of the pool. Lower Falls sees a lot of traffic. It is adjacent to Fowler's Campground,
serves as a starting point for the McCloud River hike at Trois-Chutes and offers a one-day picnic area. (Patrick Mueller, via Outdoor Project) Hatchet Falls/Lion Slide Falls Hatchet Creek Falls is a popular swimming hole and cliff jumping destination in Shasta County. The falls are divided by a fallen tree that has been transformed into a makeshift staircase, providing easy and fun
access to the surrounding cliffs. There are many places to jump from different heights. During the winter months, the water is close to freezing due to snowmelt, but during the summer months the temperature warms up and is a perfect escape from the heat. There are two paths to reach the falls. The easiest follows the edge of the creek after exiting the vegetation tunnel. The
most difficult path moves to the right and up the hill. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) Potem FallsNature couldn't have designed Potem Falls better. A hidden gem of the greater Redding area, Potem Falls offers the perfect respite from the scorching summer heat in Shasta County. Potem is a beautiful watershed to discover at any time of the year, but summer is when Potem
is at its best, with a postcard-worthy pool at the base of a 70-foot waterfall. Those looking to escape the heat will enjoy swimming and around the sail of the waterfall crashing into the pool, and the rope swing provides tarzan-like aerial as with a pendulum towards the center of the pool. Perhaps the only downside to Potem Falls is the limited amount of relaxation areas on the
surrounding rocks and sunning real estate fills up pretty quickly. (Gina Teichert, via Outdoor Project) Lake AnzaLake Anza is an artificial freshwater lake located in Tilden Regional Park. Families looking to escape the heat (or fog) make the short trip to the Berkeley Hills for supervised swimming and sandy beach. Swimming within the buoy area is monitored daily by lifeguards
during the summer months and weekends only in the fall and spring. The swimming facility is closed from November to April. Runoff from the nearby watershed can increase bacteria levels during the rainy season. It is a good idea to check the water quality before swimming at any time of the year. Weekly test results can be found on the East Bay Regional Parks website. (Aron
Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) Oregon Creek Day Use AreaSy The 49 Crossing swim hole a little too crowded or you're just looking for a quieter scene, head down the Golden Chain Highway a few more miles to the Oregon Creek Day Use Area. Here, a less well-known swimming hole awaits you. The daytime use zone provides access to the confluence of the Oregon Creek and
Middle Yuba River tributary. Both sides of the creek have shady and sandy beaches, and slightly upstream you will find small waterfalls and and granite slabs that are perfect for sun worshippers. The Oregon Creek Covered Bridge provides walking access between the parking area directly near Highway 49 and the main day-use area parking lot. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor
Project) Highway 49 CrossingPolished, home-sized granite blocks and enticing emerald pools are what you'll find at Highway 49 Crossing, a scenic and accessible stretch along the South Yuba River. This popular swimming hole welcomes visitors who want to escape the summer heat in the foothills of the Sierra. Making four level crossings in south Yuba River State Park,
Highway 49 explores California's gold country and historic mining communities. One can easily imagine miners looking for gold in the rugged canyon of the river. In fact, you can just see the panoramic gold in action, as it is still practiced in the area by amateurs and tourists. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) North Fork FallsLocated on the northern fork of the American River,
North Fork Falls is a secluded and picturesque stretch of tributary on the western side of the Sierra. Here, nestled under the limbs of a evergreen forest, a series of refreshing pools and waterfalls await. Those looking for a thrilling way to cool off will find cliff jumps stretching from 10 to 25 feet high, where millennia of winter snowmelt carved granite and left beautiful waterfalls. A
waterfall at the upper pool offers the biggest jump; Shorter options are available at the lower pool. While the upper pool requires a jostling up rocks to access, the lower pools are family-friendly and easily accessible from the trail. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Projects) D.L. Bliss State ParkLying just north of Emerald Bay State Park, D.L. Bliss State Park is another destination
highlight along the southwest shore of Lake Tahoe. Together, the two state parks have more than six miles of shoreline. Named after Duane Leroy Bliss, a 19th century timber and mining magnate, D.L. Bliss welcomes campers, beachgoers and hikers to this picturesque stretch of the Tahoe shore. Generally open from May to September, D.L. Bliss caters to summer visitors with
the clear beaches and waters of Calawee Cove and Lester Beach. With easy access from the campground and daytime parking, both beaches are well suited for families and for boat launching. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor Project) Emerald Bay State Park Emerald Bay and its namesake state park are nestled in the corner Lake Tahoe. The shimmering waters of the long bay
invite boaters, swimmers and hikers to explore. Adding to the natural beauty, emerald bay is surrounded by glacially carved granite peaks that rise strongly from the water's edge. Emerald Bay State Park is well known as the Home of Vikingsholm, an impressive historic Scandinavian mansion turned museum, and the bay is home to the only real island found in Lake Tahoe. While
Bay is accessible from May to September, you will have to work a little to access the amenities of the park. Most visitors walk a one mile long trail to the main beach at Vikingsholm or by boat elsewhere on the lake. The State Park can also be reached by the Rubicon Trail from D.L. Bliss State Park, an adjoining park located north of emerald bay. (Aron Bosworth, via Outdoor
Project) Meeks Bay Beach With its white sand beach and cobalt waters, Meeks Bay Beach is right there with Sugar Pine Point and D.L. Bliss State Parks as one of Tahoe's West Shore standouts. A great place to spend a warm, horseshoe-shaped meeks Bay summer day attracts campers, swimmers and beachgoers to enjoy the clear waters and recreational opportunities found in
the area. Located next to the meeks bay campground, the day use beach offers easy access to launch personal watercraft such as paddle boards and kayaks. Summer weekends and holidays often bring a crowd, but the wide beach offers plenty of space to find your own lakeside oasis. And if a break from the intense summer sun of Lake Tahoe is in order, shady picnic areas with
charcoal grills are located behind the beach. Careful! Be safe. Swimming holes and cliff jumping can be extremely dangerous and unpredictable outdoor activities that pose significant health and personal safety risks. Changes in water levels, invisible rocks and river bottoms that have changed with currents and seasonal weather conditions can turn a well-known jumping area into a
serious hazard. Prior to engaging in these activities, he conducted a thorough screening of current conditions and understood the risks associated with serious injuries and the logistical challenges associated with water disposal. Make safe decisions. Decisions.
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